
Start

Start

Done

Done

Have you a clear 
problem you want to 
solve with apps, or a 
clear opportunity?

Do you have enough 
solution ideas 

already?

Would any of these 
items prevent you 

from moving 
forward?

Would any of these 
items make you 
nervous to move 
forward with the 

idea?

Did you learn 
anything that makes 
this a bad strategy?

Did you learn 
anything that makes 

this strategy too 
risky to continue?

Do you think you 
should tweak this 
strategy to make it 

stronger?

Do you think you 
should tweak this 
strategy to make it 

stronger?

Model the current 
business strategy as a 

Stratege Choice Cascade

Model the current mobile 
strategy or idea as a Heart 

of Strategy or Strategy 
Choice Cascade

State the problem as a 
How Might We 

Explore Problems & 
Opportunities

Select 2-3 app ideas to 
explore

For each idea, create 
Heart of Strategy - these 
are mini mobile strategies

Generate Ideas

Create a “What Would 
Have to Be True” list for 
each mobile strategy / 

idea

Add “What Would Have to 
Be True” list, which should 
reveal where the risks are

Mark concerning 
WWHTBT items as 

Barriers

Mark concerning 
WWHTBT items as 

Barriers

Come up with Acivities/
Tests to remove barriers

Come up with Acivities/
Tests that would ease 

your concerns

Conduct Tests

Conduct Tests

Jump to “Generating 
Ideas” in the other 

workflow shown above to 
come up with more ideas 
and work through them.

Discard strategy and 
continue working through  

other strategies

Discard strategy and 
follow the “Creating app 

ideas and mobile 
strategies for a business” 
flow to come up with new 

ones

Select Winning Strategy & 
Build New Strategy 

Choice Cascade for it. 
Then start moving toward 

building your app. 

Congratulations, you have 
a winning mobile strategy. 

Move to design & build.

Yes

No

Yes

Porblem or opportunity identified

No

Starting Point 1: Creating new app ideas and mobile strategies for a business

Starting Point 2: Assess an existing app idea or mobile strategy

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Use this when you have an organisation or group of organisations, and want to figure out what choices 
to make when it comes to developing apps. You need a way to select the strongest ideas or to come up 
with new ones.

Use this if you have an existing app idea that you think will advance your business. You want to increase 
your chances of success by validating the idea before investing heavily in it.

Mobile Strategy Process

Some good ways to explore problems

 Run a “What’s Working / Not Working” sessio
 List your top 5 customer support complaint
 Interview your customers and identify 

challenge
 Run a competitor analysis or gap analysis

Some good ways to generate ideas

 Simply ask people for idea
 Run a Crazy 8s worksho
 Run a Silent Brainstorming worksho
 Run “Analogous Analogy” workshop

Some good ways to select ideas

 Do a vot
 Rank them by impac
 Score them using RICE

Some examples of tests and their cost

 A quick financial model in Excel  - 
 Conduct a customer survey - 
 Run some Google ads - £
 Build a paper prototype - ££
 Build an MVP - ££££

Frame the strategic question
Generate Possibilities Identify Barriers Test

Choose

Identify the Problem

This strategic process can help you make better choices about what app to build 
for your business.  It’s based on prinicples you can find in Roger Martins best 
selling book on creative strategy.  If you have time, I would also thoroughly 
recommend the IDEO U Designing Strategy course.

Contact tobin@pocketworks.co.uk if you have any questions or suggestions.

Learn more at pocketworks.co.uk.

See the Heart of Strategic Idea 
template. It tells you what to write 
down for each idea and should only 
take a few minutes.

Tests can be cheap n’ quick activities 
that take minutes or hours. Or they can 
be fully fledged user research activities 
or data analysis projects that take 
weeks or months.

The Heart of Strategic Idea template is 
a shorter version of the Strategy 
Choice Cascade, and can usually be 
completed in minutes. 

An agile build will reduce risks further 
by getting your product in the hands of 
customers fast. 

Yes
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